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Attached Lid Container Case Study
Pets At Home - Benefits experienced

PETS AT HOME

We have seen signiﬁcant improvements
within our supply chain since
incorporating the Loadhog Attached
Lid Container. This new packaging
solution has saved time within the DC
and in-store, removing double-handling
and essentially giving our employees
more time to spend with our customers.
Additionally the new container itself is
much more presentable, improving the
customer’s experience in store.

Time saving

Improved manual handling

Pre-sorted ALCs can be taken straight from

Staﬀ in store no longer need to bend or

vehicles to the various store locations, allowing

for quicker shelf replenishment, saving 35 minutes
labour time per delivery per store, increasing

OUTCOME

the ALCs are ideal for manual handling and make
the unloading process at stores much safer.

employee availability & therefore sales.

£450K

overstretch to reach items which could be heavy;

Professional Presentation
The customer’s experience within store is highly

Increased efficiency
The ALCs allow goods to be picked straight

Per year saved at
store level

from the racking and not touched again until the
shop ﬂoor, eradicating double handling in store.
The ALCs also nest without any lid ﬂare, taking
up minimal storage space in the store rooms.

important at Pets At Home. The new packaging
solution is clean, professional and presentable

with the company’s branding applied, improving
the aesthetics throughout the supply chain.

Director of Logistics and Distribution
Pets At Home

Time Saving

The Loadhog Attached Lid Container
The Helios is the original Loadhog ALC featuring an
innovative tessellating lid design, reducing the likelihood
of damage and allowing for greater logistics gains and
increased vehicle ﬁll.
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